30	A STUDENT'S HISTORY OF EDUCATION
Accordingly, education was so organized in Sparta as to
serve the state, and the rights of the individual wore given
little or no consideration. State control began with birth.
The infant was immediately inspected by a council of
elders, and if he were sickly or deformed, he was " exposed "
to die in the mountains; but if he appeared physically
promising, he was formally adopted by the state and left
with his mother for rearing until seven. At that age the
boys were placed in charge of a state officer and ate and
slept in a kind of public barracks.
Here their life became one of constant drill and disci-
pline. In addition to hard beds, scanty clothing, and little
food, they were given a graded course in gymnastics.
Besides ball-playing, dancing, and the pcntathhm —
running, jumping, throwing the discus, casting the javelin,
and wrestling — the exercises possibly included boxing
and even the brutal pancratium, in which any means of
overcoming one's antagonist — kicking, gouging, and bit-
ing, as well as wrestling and boxing — was permitted.1
Little intellectual training. — The Spartan boys, how-
ever, received only a little informal training in the way of
intellectual education. They committed to memory and
chanted the laws of Lycurgus and selections from Homer,
and they listened to the conversation of the older men
during meal-time at the common table and were them-
selves exercised in giving concise and sensible answers to
questions asked to test their wisdom. Every adult was
also required to choose as his constant companion,
or "hearer," a youth to whom he might become an
"inspirer,"
» i Practice in boxing and the pancratium is now seriously disputed by some
scholars. Freeman declares that these exercises were forbidden to the young
Spartan, because they developed "a few particular muscles at the expense of
the others."

